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Ramped-Speed Cross Polarization MAS NMR
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The inverse cubic dependency of the acceleration of a rotor
on its diameter allows for mechanical dynamics comparable to
spin dynamics in coupled spin systems. Rotor acceleration up to
300 kHz/s was measured. This feature can be used to simplify
existing experiments and explore entirely new ones in the study of
spin topologies and material properties. C© 2001 Academic Press
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Cross polarization and magic angle spinning (1) are widely
used techniques in nuclear magnetic resonance for investig
solid disordered systems.

Originally, the polarization/magnetization transfer was u
for detecting the presence of rare spins by studying their in
ence on the signal of an abundant spin system (2), but cross
polarization has found its widest application in enhancing
signal of rare spin nuclei directly (3). A combination of the cross
polarization with the magic angle spinning has proven to b
most valuble asset for studying solid state systems using N
(4). The latest developments exploit cross polarization eithe
establish connectivity between different nuclear sites or to
this connection to unravel topologies of the spin system. In o
to make the magnetization transfer efficient, nuclear magn
energy levels must match. It is well known (5) that in a sample
spinning at a frequencyνr , the energy level matching conditio
breaks up into four spinning sublevels as a result of the mo
lation of the dipolar interaction by mechanical motion

νn1 = νn2 ± (1, 2)νr . [1]

The width of each matching band depends on the resi
dipolar coupling among the source and/or target spins an
significantly reduced as compared to the case where the sa
is stationary. Thus, it is necessary to carefully adjust the
plifier power to optimize the match condition, and this pow
must be stable over the course of the experiment. An additi
complication is associated with the actual distribution of
RF field in the measurement coil. The field scales along
coil proportionally for different nuclear resonance frequenc
whereas the separation of the matching values remains ex
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equal to the sample spinning frequency. At high rotation spee
this makes it impossible to meet the matching condition over
entire volume of a typical NMR probe solenoid.

A number of ideas have been proposed to alleviate this pr
lem (6), some of which require mechanical modification of th
probe or inflict loss of the signal. The most efficient, and due
its simplicity also the most widely applied, is a fast ramp whe
the amplitude of one of the RF fields is increased by a facto
two during the polarization transfer (7). For very weakly cou-
pled systems, processes other than through-space rotating f
polarization transfer have been found to be even more effic
(8).

We propose yet another approach, this time performing a ra
of the spinning speedνr to traverse the matching profile. Thi
technically superceeds ramped RF amplitude technique as
fers full RF bandwidth throughout the CP process. Alternative
our method can exploit CP conditions for a stationary sam
where the most efficient internuclear couplings are present, a
detects at high spinning speeds, thus retaining all high-resolu
advantages.

In order for this ramped spinning speed method to work,
dynamic performance, determined by the mechanical rota
design, must provide appropriate acceleration of the rotor. T
rotor dynamics are competing with (i) spin–lattice relaxati
and, more demandingly, (ii) spin–lock relaxation (T1ρ). This
Communication demonstrates that not only can condition (i)
met easily, but even (ii) can be achieved with a new genera
of reduced diameter rotors.

It is well known that scaling down the diameter of the rot
increases linearly the maximum obtainable spinning frequen
Angular acceleration, however, can be expected to chang
an inversethird power of the diameter. This dependency can
easily derived from a basic Euler equation

ω̇ I = τ. [2]

Spatial design constraints impose a natural limitation so t
the total force,F = 2πd f , directed to turn the rotor can b
assumed to be proportional to the circumference of the ro
4
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Practical manufacturing also dictates that the rotor aspect
a (length divided by diameter) remains constant. Inserting
torque,τ = Fd/2, applied to turn the rotor, and the moment
inertia of a homogeneous cylinder,I = Md2/8, one obtains the
relationship

ν̇r = 16 f

πρad3
, [3]

where f represents the tangential force per circumference
andρ is the average density of the rotor. At first sight surpr
ingly sharp cubic dependency [3] is a simple consequence o
quadratic scaling of the driving force and the fifth power scal
of the moment of inertia on the diameter.

We designed a spinning system where a ca 2-mm zirc
rotor was driven by four air jets directed tangentially towa
grooves at both ends of the rotor. The design followed princip
the classic double bearing system (9). Maximum spinning rates
of 50 kHz were achieved by a continuous application of just
of the two drive channels at a pressure of 5 bar. This spinn
system was incorporated into a home-built double resona
probe, and spectra were collected on a Bruker AMX-500 hi
resolution spectrometer.

The dynamics of the rotor were measured by the rotatio
sidebands of the1H signal in solid adamantane. Figure 1 sho
the dependence of the sideband spacing on the length o
driving air pulse delivered immediately before the start of
data acquisition. Subtracting the experimentally determined
tent time of 20 ms for the shock pulse, the rotor was obser
to reach 27 kHz in 100 ms. A maximum 300 kHz/s accele
tion was observed in the region of 5–15 kHz. These values
be compared to the maximum of ca, 2 kHz/s mentioned in
lier stop-and-go experiments that used an 8-mm rotor (10) and
6 kHz/s during adiabatic passage through rotational reson
using a 4-mm rotor (11). The acceleration in our experiment
2–5 times better than would be expected based purely on
smaller rotor size. This can be attributed to an optimized dou
drive spinning system.

In order to compare the effectiveness of the ramped sp
method on the efficiency of cross polarization, we follow
the Hartmann–Hahn matching condition during different cr
polarization experiments. The intensity of the13C signal of
adamantane, transferred from a bath of abundant hydroge
clei, was measured as a function of the resonant carbon RF
amplitude.

At a constant rotation of 10 kHz, matching intensity maxim
were located symmetrically at single and at double the r
tion frequency, as illustrated in the bottom trace of Fig. 2
low-intensity area in the middle can probably be assigned
nonmodulated nuclear pairs, where the internuclear vector

close to the axis of the rotor and/or multispin processes.

A second experiment was performed that gave the match
profile for a stationary sample. Carbon magnetization genera
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FIG. 1. The dependence of the1H signal of adamantane on the rotor driv
air pulse duration. (bottom) 0 ms, stationary sample, increased by 10 ms to
100 ms. In the top trace, the spinning sidebands indicate that the rotation s
is 27.2 kHz.

from cross polarization was stored along the Zeeman field
40 ms until the rotor speed reached 10 kHz, then the magne
tion was flipped back to the transverse plane for detection.
profile of the matching condition is essentially determined
the dipolar linewidth of the hydrogen nuclei, as evidenced
the lowest trace in Fig. 1.

The top trace of Fig. 2 shows how the matching profile
broadened by dynamic spinning of the rotor. In this experime
the nuclei were first polarized during 5 ms while the rotor w
stationary, then the spinning speed of the rotor was ramped
to 10 kHz in 40 ms. An approximately 30 kHz wide profile
insensitive to RF conditions, can be observed.

The described experiments, capitalizing on a dynamic mot
of the sample, indicate a possibility for the profound modific

ing
ted
tion of the nuclear spin interactions. As one of the utilitary exam-
ples, optimization of an interspin cross-polarization process is
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FIG. 2. Cross polarization experiments with sample spinning at (bottom) constant speed, (middle) stationary, and (top) ramped speed.13C spectra, comprising
two lines in a ratio 3 : 2, are stacked from left to right horizontally with a decrement about 0.2 dB in the carbon RF amplitude.
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demonstrated. About two orders of magnitude improvemen
the rotor acceleration, as compared to earlier experiments,
realized due to the cubic diameter dependency. The enhan
mechanical dynamics extends applications related to anisotr
measurements (10) and to selective level crossings (11,12). Dur-
ing the past 10 years, a major effort has been allocated to the
velopment of various recoupling pulse sequences that reprod
stationary spin environment conditions for a rotating system (13,
14). Mechanical dynamics on a 10 ms timescale, as introdu
in this Communication, may also considerably simplify and e
hance these recoupling experiments.
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